Resting-state functional connectivity (RSFC) studies have provided strong evidences that visual deprivation influences the brain's functional architecture. In particular, reduced RSFC coupling between occipital (visual) and temporal (auditory) regions has been reliably observed in early blind individuals (EB) at rest. In contrast, task-dependent activation studies have repeatedly demonstrated enhanced co-activation and connectivity of occipital and temporal regions during auditory processing in EB. To investigate this apparent discrepancy, the functional coupling between temporal and occipital networks at rest was directly compared to that of an auditory task in both EB and sighted controls (SC). Functional brain clusters shared across groups and cognitive states (rest and auditory task) were defined. In EBs, we observed higher occipito-temporal correlations in activity during the task than at rest. The reverse pattern was observed in SC. We also observed higher temporal variability of occipito-temporal RSFC in EB suggesting that occipital regions in this population may play the role of a multiple demand system. Our study reveals how the connectivity profile of sighted and early blind people is differentially influenced by their cognitive state, bridging the gap between previous task-dependent and RSFC studies. Our results also highlight how inferring group-differences in functional brain architecture solely based on resting-state acquisition has to be considered with caution.
Introduction
The study of people deprived of sensory information early in life provides conclusive evidence on how sensory experience shapes the structural and functional architecture of the brain (Frasnelli et al., 2011) . Recent researches involving early blind individuals have shed new lights on the old 'nature versus nurture' debate regarding brain development: whereas the recruitment of occipital regions by non-visual inputs in the congenitally blind highlights its dependence upon experience to organize itself (nurture's influence), the observation of specialized cognitive modules in the occipital cortex of congenitally blind, similar to those observed in the sighted, highlights the intrinsic constraints imposed to such plasticity (nature's influence) Dormal and Collignon, 2011; Reich et al., 2012; Ricciardi et al., 2014) .
Gaining deeper insights into how occipital regions in early blind individuals (EBs) are organized to support sensorimotor and cognitive functions not only requires studying their response properties (functional specialization), but also understanding how they are integrated into brain networks (functional integration) (Friston, 2003) . An increasingly popular approach to study short and long-range brain interactions is to measure functional connectivity (FC) during restingstate (RS; van den Heuvel and Hulshoff Pol, 2010) . With resting-state functional connectivity (RSFC), spontaneous fluctuations in functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) signal, observed while participants are resting, are correlated to infer FC between intrinsically connected brain regions (Biswal et al., 1995) . Therefore, RSFC is a measure of temporal synchrony of fMRI signal between distinct brain regions. Since functional networks have distinct temporal characteristics, http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.neuroimage.2016.12.053 Received 6 June 2016; Accepted 18 December 2016 separate functional networks can be identified from a single time series of resting fMRI data (Beckmann et al., 2005) .
Research on the effect of early visual deprivations using RSFC protocols has evidenced both enhanced segregation (i.e. decreased connectivity) and integration (i.e. increased connectivity) of occipital regions (see Bock and Fine, 2014 for review) . A striking and often replicated result emerging from those studies is the reduced connectivity of EBs' occipital regions with primary somatosensory and auditory areas (Bedny et al., 2011; Burton et al., 2014; Liu et al., 2007; Yu et al., 2008; Striem-Amit et al., 2015) . This reliable effect at rest contrasts with the large amount of studies reporting enhanced task-dependent activations of occipital regions during the processing of auditory and tactile inputs in EBs (see Bavelier and Neville, 2002; Frasnelli et al., 2011 for review) . Importantly, the functional relevance of occipital activity to EB's non-visual sensory/perceptual processing is supported by studies showing reduced performance to specific tactile and auditory tasks following the disruption of EB's occipital cortex through the application of transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) (Cohen et al., 1997; Collignon et al., 2007 Collignon et al., , 2009 . Moreover, TMS directly applied over the occipital cortex can elicit paresthesiae in the fingers of early blind braille readers (Cohen et al., 1997; Ptito et al., 2008) . Further support comes from studies of effective connectivity (causal connectivity; Friston, 1994) estimated by dynamic causal modelling of fMRI data (Friston, 2003) or by combining TMS with Positron Emission Tomography (PET) (measuring activity induced by magnetically exciting distant cortical regions), which have shown stronger coupling between auditory or somatosensory areas and occipital regions in EBs than in SCs (fMRI: Collignon et al., 2013; Klinge et al., 2010, PET and TMS: Wittenberg et al., 2004) . Finally, the participation of occipital cortex in non-visual processes early in time following stimuli presentation (Collignon et al., 2009; Leclerc et al., 2000; Röder et al., 1999) implies the existence of direct links between occipital and other non-visual sensory regions.
We suggest that this apparent inconsistency between RSFC and task-dependent studies originates from the presupposition that RS networks are good proxies for networks instantiated during cognitive/ perceptual processing (Andric and Hasson, 2015) . Even though group level RSFC patterns have been documented to be similar to task coactivation patterns (Cordes et al., 2000; Smith et al., 2009; Wig et al., 2014) , recent work has shown that whole-brain FC networks can be fundamentally reshaped by experience (e.g. Gordon et al., 2014; Orban et al., 2015; Lewis et al., 2009; Tambini et al., 2010) , and over short periods of time (Allen et al., 2012; Hutchison et al., 2013b) ; that they are not constrained by RS topologies, and that this holds particularly true for the connectivity structure of sensory systems (e.g. Andric and Hasson, 2015; Mennes et al., 2013) . Importantly, investigations of the effect of task-focused attention versus rest/mind wandering in sighted individuals have shown functional coupling across brain regions to be state-dependent (Hampson et al., 2002 (Hampson et al., , 2004 Jiang et al., 2004; Newton et al., 2007) . Specifically, functionally relevant connections show increased connectivity whereas irrelevant connections are decreased during task as compared to rest (Bartels and Zeki, 2005; Nir et al., 2006) , with the resulting patterns of FC being specific enough to reliably predict participants' cognitive states (Shirer et al., 2012) . Furthermore, evidence that differences in FC pattern between populations can be task-dependent (Çetin et al., 2014; Nair et al., 2014) compellingly illustrates how inferring differences in functional integration between groups solely based on RSFC should be subject to caution. What is RSFC representative of then? The current view is that the wandering mind sequentially explores multiple functional modes, each with a unique pattern of connectivity, and sustaining a different function (Deco et al., 2011; Karahanoğlu et al., 2013) . Consequently, a connection's strength will vary as a function of time (see Hutchison et al., 2013a Hutchison et al., , 2013b , with more temporally variable connections being members of a larger set of modes (Allen et al., 2012). A secondary consequence of this dynamic nature is that connections measured over a whole run will be representative of no single functional mode, but of their average (Hutchison et al., 2013b , Smith et al., 2012 . Of note, if a mode were to be less prevalent in a group, or in competition with a greater number of modes, its connectivity pattern would be more strongly diluted when computed over a whole run, and may consequently appear weaker.
Therefore, the goal of the current study was twofold. First, to investigate how cognitive states, rest and an auditory sensory/perceptual task, would impact FC between occipital and temporal cortices in both EBs and SCs. Second, to verify whether difference in RSFC between EBs and SCs might be caused by higher variance in the connectivity profile of occipito-temporal connections. To investigate the topic of cognitive state, an auditory task was chosen because temporo-occipital RSFC has been reliably demonstrated to be lower in EBs than in SCs (Bedny et al., 2011; Burton et al., 2014; Liu et al., 2007; Striem-Amit et al., 2015; Yu et al., 2008) , and because auditory processing elicits strong responses in both the occipital and temporal cortices of EBs (Collignon et al. , 2013 Dormal et al., 2016) . Thus, participants underwent two fMRI runs, a RS one, and one where they were involved in a challenging auditory task . FC was extracted for each run and population, then the presence of an interaction between cognitive state and groups was tested. Additionally, for the RS run, a connection's variability was measured as a function of time and the resulting metrics compared across groups. Biases caused by a priori definition of regions of interest (Zalesky et al., 2010; Park et al., 2013) were avoided by grouping voxels into functionally homogeneous regions. The actual method used, Bootstrap Analysis of Stable Clusters (Bellec et al., 2010) , has recently been shown to perform well compared to other methods when it comes to subdividing the brain into meaningful functional regions (Ryali et al., 2015) .
Based on studies revealing an increase in FC between functionally related areas and a decrease between functionally unrelated areas during tasks (Bartels and Zeki, 2005; Nir et al., 2006) , our hypothesis was that the FC between auditory and occipital regions would be differently modulated by the cognitive states in EBs and SCs. Additionally, if some of EBs' occipital regions do participate in a greater number of modes, their specific connections with auditory areas should be more variable than in SCs.
Materials and methods

Participants
The data of fourteen EBs [4 females, age range 27-61 (mean ± SD, 42 ± 11] and 16 SCs [7 females, age range 23-60 (mean ± SD, 39 ± 14] were included in the analyses (see Supplementary Table 1 for more information on blind participants). Student's t-test did not reveal any statistical age differences between groups. One additional SC participated in the study but was excluded from the analyses due to excessive motion during scanning acquisition (see below). Both groups were blindfolded throughout the fMRI acquisition. None of the EBs had ever had functional vision allowing pattern recognition or visually guided behaviour. At the moment of testing, all EBs were totally blind except for two who had only rudimentary sensitivity for brightness with no pattern vision. In all cases, blindness was attributed to peripheral deficits with no neurological impairment. For all subjects, pure-tone detection thresholds at octave frequencies ranging from 250 to 8,000 kHz were within normal limits in both ears. All of the procedures were approved by the research ethic and scientific boards of the Centre for Interdisciplinary Research in Rehabilitation of Greater Montreal and the Quebec Bio-Imaging Network. Experiments were undertaken with the understanding and written consent of each subject.
Experimental design
Participants underwent two functional runs. A RS acquisition was carried first in order to avoid task contamination of RS brain activity. This run lasted 5 min (136 volumes) during which participants were instructed to relax, not to think about anything in particular, and to keep their eyes closed.
The second run consisted of a 14 min long sound discrimination task (400 volumes; 278 acquired when participants are engaged the task) the method, behavioral results, and activation of which have already been described (Collignon et al., , 2013 . To summarize, the task run contained 30 blocks (20.4 s duration each) separated by rest periods. Participants had to process the spatial or pitch attributes of the sounds using a staircase method in order to keep correct responses at~85% which allowed to equalize the difficulty level across tasks and participants. Since our goal was to assess the connectivity between auditory and visual regions independently of the specifics of the task, FC was equally based on data from the spatial and pitch blocks. The use of a staircase procedure inside the scanner notably allowed us to guarantee that the change in connectivity profile between groups is not due to the perceived difficulty level of the task.
FMRI data acquisition
Functional time series were acquired using a 3-T TRIO TIM system (Siemens) equipped with a 12-channel head coil. Multislice T2*-weighted fMRI images were obtained with a gradient echo-planar sequence using axial slice orientation ; matrix size 240×256; TR 2,300 ms; TE 2.91 ms; TI 900 ms; FoV 256; 160 slices) was also acquired for all subjects.
FMRI data preprocessing
The datasets were analyzed using the NeuroImaging Analysis Kit (NIAK_0.7c3; http://niak.simexp-lab.org) (Bellec et al., 2012) , under CentOS with Octave (v3.6.2; http://gnu.octave.org) and the Minc toolkit (v0.3.18-20130531; http://www.bic.mni.mcgill.ca/ ServicesSoftware/ServicesSoftwareMincToolKit). All analyses were executed in parallel on the "Mammouth" supercomputer (http:// www.rqchp.ca/fr/access-aux-ressources/serveurs/mp2), using the pipeline system for Octave and Matlab (PSOM 1.0) (Bellec et al., 2012) .
Each fMRI run was corrected for inter-slice differences in acquisition time and rigid body motion. Then, the mean motion-corrected volume of functional data was coregistered with the T1 individual scan, which was itself non-linearly transformed to the Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) non-linear symmetric template (Fonov et al., 2009; Fonov et al., 2011) . Functional volumes were resampled to MNI space at a 3mm isotropic resolution. To minimize artifacts due to excessive motion, some time frames were removed (see method below). Afterward, slow time drifts (high-pass filter with a 0.01 Hz cut-off), the average signals in conservative masks of the white matter and the lateral ventricles, and the first principal components (95% energy) of six rigid-body motion parameters and their squares were regressed out of the time series. Finally, the volumes were spatially smoothed with a 6mm Gaussian kernel.
Absolute head motion parameters were compared between groups for both the task and RS datasets. No significant differences were found, neither between conditions and groups, nor for their interaction. To further rule out the possibility that the observed functional connectivity variability could be accounted for by inter-subject differences in head motion, the scrubbing method of Power et al. (2012) was used to remove volumes with excessive motion (frame displacement greater than 0.5 mm). A minimum number of 80 unscrubbed volumes per run, corresponding to 176 s of acquisition, was then required for further analysis. For this reason, data from one SC were removed from the sample.
Functional brain clustering
The method developed by Bellec and colleagues (Bellec et al., 2010) , called multi-level Bootstrap Analysis of Stable Clusters (BASC), was used to separate the brain into functional clusters for the connectivity analysis. Theses clusters each defined a circumscribed network or cerebral region. The choice for using BASC to obtain clusters was done with two goals in mind. First, it groups voxels into functionally homogeneous clusters across participants, a criteria usually not achieved through anatomical parcellation of the brain, and shown to affect FC results (Park et al., 2013) . Second, the clustering solution of the method is representative of each group and condition since it is based on every functional time series that were recorded for this experiment. Of note, consensus-based clustering such as BASC have been found to reliably identify functional subdivisions in a variety of brain areas with good biological plausibility and agreement with other imaging modalities (Ryali et al., 2015) .
The first step of the analysis was to reduce the computational burden of the subsequent cluster analysis by deriving~1,000 regions. To this end, a region-growing algorithm was applied on the voxelwise fMRI time series obtained from the concatenation of the rest and task runs (Bellec et al., 2006) . These regions, called atoms, exclusively covered the grey matter and had a controlled size of 1000 mm 3 . Then, a
cluster analysis was applied on the averaged fMRI time series of each atom to identify brain networks that consistently exhibited similar fluctuations between the rest and task runs in individual subjects. At the group level, BASC quantifies the reproducibility of a cluster analysis, while providing a clustering solution that captures the most stable features across many bootstrap samples. To ascertain that the resulting clustering solutions would be equally representative of both groups (EBs; SCs) and cognitive states (rest; task), a stratified bootstrap sampling method, which creates samples that are balanced with respect to these factors, was implemented. Thus, functional clusters for this study were defined by consensus clusters, which were composed of regions with a high average probability of being assigned to a certain cluster in both groups and cognitive states. We generated a group-level consensus resolution of 50 clusters (see Fig. 1C ) since this resolution provides an optimal trade-off between decreased sensitivity due to correction for multiple comparisons versus anatomical precision . The center coordinates and average size of each cluster can be found in Supplementary table 2 (see Fig. 2 for the clustering scheme).1
Temporo-occipital connectivity analysis
Based on our a priori hypothesis and the use of an auditory task, we focused our analyses to connections of interest (COI) between temporal ('auditory') and occipital ('visual') clusters. After separating the brain into 50 clusters, the auditory temporal cortex was limited to 1 bilateral cluster and the occipital cortex to 7 clusters (see Fig. 2C and D) . Decisions as to which cluster should be considered part of the visual cortex was based on two criteria: 1) the most dorsal clusters were roughly limited by the parieto-occipital fissure, and 2) the most ventral clusters included the posterior fusiform gyri and the lingual gyri. Such liberal criteria were selected in order to include visual areas that are subject to neuroplastic changes following early blindness as indexed by unusual RS caracteristics (Liu et al., 2007; Liu et at., 2011; Burton et al., 2014) Our connectivity analysis followed a 2×2 factorial design (groups x cognitive states), and was carried twice. In the first iteration, FC at rest was compared to FC during the task, the latter one being computed from time series which had sustained task-evoked activity modeled out. In the second iteration, FC at rest was compared to FC during the task, but with the raw preprocessed time series. However, similarities between co-activations resulting from block designs and clusters linked by high FC (Cordes et al., 2000; Di et al., 2013; Laird et al., 2013; Smith et al., 2009; Wig et al., 2014) suggests that, for the task dataset, results obtained from raw preprocessed time series might be redundant with those provided by activation studies (Debas et al., 2015) . Thus, removing task-evoked sustained activity was necessary to avoid any FC effects which might arise from the blocked design of the auditory task (Fair et al., 2007; Nair et al., 2014) and provide results which are original. Regressing out task-evoked activity from time series was done by modeling task-related BOLD effects using a boxcar function that was convolved with the canonical hemodynamic function. Task-induced variance was removed from time series using the general linear model. The resulting residuals were used as surrogate time series for the computation of the auditory task FC.
Inter-cluster connectivity between every occipital clusters (n=7) and the temporal one (a single bilateral cluster) was defined as the Fisher transform of the Pearson correlation coefficient of the average time series of each cluster. The Fisher transform helped to asymptotically stabilize the variance of correlation coefficients, so that it would follow a Gaussian distribution (Bellec et al., 2006) . Of note, when cluster encompassed the two cerebral hemispheres, their functional connectivity measure was based on the BOLD signal averaged across the two hemispheres (but see Supplementary materials and Supplementary Fig. 1 for voxelwise analysis). Since we were interested in comparing how FC is modified by cognitive states in EBs and SCs, we then computed the modulation effect (which we define as the difference of FC between the two cognitive states: task FC -rest FC) for each connection and participant.
A random-effect group-level general linear model was estimated for the modulation effect of all COIs. Blindness, intercept, age, sex and motion, were entered as covariates with the later four being confounding variables. This allowed to test the presence of a main effect of groups (EB and SC) and to investigate whether some connections showed a stronger effect than others between groups (interaction of connections x groups). Effects of this omnibus test were considered significant for p < 0.05. Post-hoc tests were carried on single connections using the same general linear model as above. A false discovery rate (FDR) procedure (Benjamini and Hochberg, 1995) was implemented to correct for the multiple comparisons arising from post-hoc tests. Threshold of statistical significativity was set at q < 0.05. Finally, since the intra-subject FC between any two connections was not significantly correlated in either the RS or task-state (Bonferonni corrected), no corrections were made for data dependency.
Functional connectivity variability analysis
A sliding window analysis was used to measure FCvariation over time. Since the removal of time frames by the scrubbing procedure would affect the temporal nature of the analysis, data were reprocessed using the same parameters as above but forgoing the scrubbing step. In order to still maximally control the effect of motion on FC, frame displacement (FD; Power et al., 2012) values were used as covariates during statistical analysis. Instead of using the full run, data from windows of 21 TRs (46.2 s) were employed. They were slid in steps of 1 TR resulting in a total of 116 windows per participant for the RS (similar to Allen et al., 2012, and considered to be optimal: Hindriks et al., 2016 ). Pearson's correlation coefficient between the time series of occipital and temporal clusters was computed for each window and then Fischer transformed. A functional connection's variability across time was defined as the standard deviation of If some of EBs' occipital regions do participate in a greater number of modes, their specific connections with auditory areas should be more variable than in SCs. This prediction was tested for connections of the COI analysis which had been found to have a different modulation effect in EBs than SCs. Each connection was individually tested using the GLM to control for variables of non-interest (age, sex, FD). In support of such analyses, a recent article has demonstrated that even within an fMRI run as short as ours (136 volumes), and using a sliding window approach, it is possible to assess the temporal dynamics of a connection so long as one the analysis is carried on groups (Hindriks et al., 2016) .
To further investigate whether there exists a relationship between group differences in the modulation effect and group differences in a connection's variability, we computed the average value of those variables for each occipito-temporal functional connections and correlated them. Our hypothesis was that connections showing a stronger modulation effect in EBs than SCs did so because they were involved in a larger number of networks and, hence, should be more temporally variable at rest in EBs.
Results
Temporo-occipital connectivity
As mentioned above, the COI analysis comparing the modulation effect across groups [EBs(task -rest) vs SCs(task -rest)] was run twice, once with surrogate time series from which the effect of the block design was removed, and once with raw preprocessed time series. Whether or not the effect of block was modeled out of the time series did not strongly affect FC values (see Supplementary Table 3) . Thus, only results for the tests carried on the time series from which task activations were modelled out are reported below.
An omnibus test [2 (groups)x7 (connections) ANCOVA] showed no main effect of group (p < 0.11), but the interaction effect was significant (p < 0.001, Huynh-Feldt corrected) (Fig. 3) , meaning that this effect was stronger for some connections than others. Post-hoc tests revealed two connections for which the between-group difference in modulation effect survived the FDR correction (Figs. 3 and 4) . These connections involved the temporal region and the middle occipital gyrus (mostly the left hemisphere, #37) and the superior occipital gyrus (mostly the right hemisphere, #47).
Functional connectivity variability
Functional connections showing a distinct between-group modulation effect in the COI analysis also tended to be more variable across time in EBs, with the middle occipital gyrus being significantly more variable in EBs (p < 0.05) and the superior occipital gyrus showing a similar albeit non-significant trend. Moreover, a relationship between group differences in the modulation effect (EBs[task -rest] -SCs[taskrest]) and FC variability (EBs -SCs) is also supported by the highly significant correlation between these variables (r(6)=0.9685, p < 0.001), with occipito-temporal connections showing stronger modulation effect in EBs also showing higher variability in EBs (Fig. 6 ). This high correlation cannot be taken as a mathematical artifact since it was specific to occipito-temporal connections but did not hold for the remainder of the brain's FC ( Fig. 6 ; r(1196)=−0.041, p=0.16).
Discussion
In order to study how alterations of occipito-temporal connectivity due to early visual deprivation are influenced by cognitive states, EBs and SCs were scanned during rest and while involved in a demanding auditory task. Unbiased functional regions common across tasks and groups were defined (Bellec et al., 2010) , and correlations between the region's time series served as an index of FC which was compared across groups and cognitive states. We observed that occipito-temporal connectivity was lower during rest than during the auditory task in EBs, whereas the reverse pattern was observed in SCs (see Fig. 3 ). Our finding of an interaction effect between cognitive states and groups on FC is consistent with a body of recent studies showing how specific contexts of information processing fundamentally impact the strength of FC between brain regions (Eckert et al., 2008; Hasson et al., 2009; Moussa et al., 2011) . For this reason, population differences in static RS networks metrics should not be considered to reliably index how networks instantiated during specific cognitive function differ across these populations.
Evidence of task-dependent connectivity modulation in SCs agrees with the observation of a decoupling between auditory and occipital regions during a visual task (Eckert et al., 2008) . Crossmodal inhibition between auditory and visual cortices has been shown to take place during both auditory and visual stimulation (Laurienti et al., 2002) . Clues as to the mechanisms underlying these results come from electrode recordings in mice revealing that auditory stimulation triggers inhibitory GABAergic release in V1 (Iurilli et al., 2012) . In case of early blindness, it might be hypothesized that this inhibitory modulation of occipital regions triggered by sound switches to an excitatory state in the absence of competitive visual input during development (Collignon et al., 2009 ). Potential anatomical structures or physiological processes responsible for EB's increased occipitotemporal connectivity include rewired or reinforced thalamo-cortical pathways as well as direct cortico-cortical connections between primary sensory cortices (Bavelier and Neville, 2002; Collignon et al., 2013; Karlen et al., 2006; Klinge et al., 2010; Shimony et al., 2006; Qin and Yu, 2013) . It is worth noting here that sounds also have the potential to increase occipital activity even in sighted individuals in the Fig. 3 . Group average and standard error of FC's modulation effect [task -rest] for each connection between the temporal region and the 7 occipital regions. * q < 0.05 FDR corrected.
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NeuroImage 147 (2017) 532-541 context of audio-visual stimulation (Giard and Peronnet, 1999; Mercier et al., 2013; Rohe and Noppeney, 2016) and that direct connection between primary auditory and visual cortices also exist in the absence of visual deprivation (Falchier et al., 2002, Rockland and Ojima, 2003) . The observation of enhanced occipito-temporal connectivity in EBs during an auditory task is congruent with the plethora of taskdependent studies highlighting the functional involvement of EBs' occipital cortex in auditory processing (Burton, 2003; Collignon et al., 2007 Collignon et al., , 2009 Collignon et al., , 2011 Weeks et al., 2000) . Similarly, dynamic causal modeling studies show greater cortico-cortical connectivity between these regions in EBs than in SCs when participants are involved in auditory processing (Collignon et al., 2013; Fuji, 2009; Klinge et al., 2010) . Finally, a recent magnetoencephalographic study showed that processing auditory inputs in blind produces stronger neural synchronization between auditory and visual cortices in the gamma band, suggesting that the deprived visual cortex is integrated into a larger network related to its new auditory function (Schepers et al., 2012) . At rest, FC between occipital and temporal regions tended to be lower for blind compared to sighted people, a finding that replicates several previous studies (see Bock and Fine, 2014 for review) . What could explain EBs' heightened temporo-occipital coupling during task while still shedding light on the reduced RSFC at rest? We hypothesized that one potential solution may reside in the fact that the occipital cortex of EBs involves in multiple independent functional modes. Evidence of cerebral regions being involved in multiple overlapping functional modes exists, and is made manifest by the fact that regions switch membership between different temporally independent networks (Duncan and Owen, 2000; Smith et al., 2012) . This leads to temporally variable connectivity patterns for a specific region (see Hutchison et al., 2013a for a review), a perspective not addressed by using an entire fMRI run to compute a single FC value per connection. By combining the contribution of all these modes, this single FC value obscures the true underlying functional organization of the brain (Hutchison et al., 2013b; Smith et al., 2012) , likely underestimating the effective coupling between functional units. In EBs, the involvement of the occipital cortex in a large number of functional modes is already supported by studies showing its implications in various sensory and cognitive tasks including auditory, olfactory and tactile processing as well as language, attention and episodic memory (Amedi et al., 2003 (Amedi et al., , 2004 Bedny et al., 2011; Collignon et al., 2013; Burton, 2003; Gagnon et al., 2015; Gougoux et al., 2009; Noppeney, 2007; Pietrini et al., 2003; Raz et al., 2005) . Therefore, lower temporooccipital RSFC in EBs may result from the implication of their occipital lobe in a greater number of modes, attenuating FC while the brain is free to explore many modes (at rest), and unveiling the importance of these connections while modes are constrained (during a task). Based on the idea that, while at rest, cerebral regions involved in multiple modes would show increased FC variability across time with various networks (Allen et al., 2012), we measured the variability in temporooccipital FC in both populations for the RS data. In agreement with our hypothesis, an occipito-temporal connection that was modulated by cognitive-states differently in EBs than in SCs also showed a higher variance in functional connectivity across time in EBs than SCs (Fig. 5) . Interestingly, our data also support the presence of this effect across all occipito-temporal connection's since there was a strong and significant correlation between a connection's temporal variability and its modulation effect (Fig. 6) . Importantly, this supports the idea that participation in multiple modes (e.g. FC of high temporal variability), might shadow a region's true potential within a network, which in turn can be unveiled while participants are focused on specific tasks.
A more speculative explanation for the lower occipito-temporal RSFC in EB, not mutually exclusive with the previous one, is that parts of EBs' occipital cortex form a homogeneous network which is neither modality specific nor task specific. In SCs, studies have revealed the inferior frontal cortex, anterior cingulate cortex and inferior parietal sulci to present such characteristics and lead to the elaboration of the Fig. 4 . For the COI analysis, between-group differences in FC's modulation effect [EBs(task -rest) vs SCs(task -rest)]. A, B) Maps show two regions, 1) middle occipital gyrus, and 2) superior occipital gyrus, for which the connectivity with the auditory regions was differently modulated by cognitive states in SCs versus EBs. Data is shown both on surfaces and brain slices. C) Plots show FC during rest and during the auditory task for both groups. Only significant interactions are plotted (q < 0.05, FDR corrected). Error bars represent standard errors. multiple-demand system theory (MD; Duncan and Owen, 2000, see Duncan, 2010 for a review). According to this position, these regions' lack of stimuli, modality, or task specificity make them an optimal substrate for cognitive flexibility (Fedorenko et al., 2013) . Coactivations of the MD system with a variety of task specific networks (Cabeza and Nyberg, 2000) are highly reminiscent of EBs occipital involvement in a collection of sensory and cognitive operations (see for review Frasnelli et al., 2011; Heimler et al., 2015; Ricciardi et al., 2014; Voss et al., 2011) . This similarity between the MD system and EBs' occipital cortices extends to how these regions respond to attentional demands. In SCs, fMRI studies show activations of MD regions to stimuli of various modalities when they are attended but not when they are unattended (Hon et al., 2006) . Similarly, occipital responses to auditory and tactile stimuli have been shown to be dependent upon the attentional focus in EBs (Kujala et al., 1995 (Kujala et al., , 2005 Sadato et al., 1996; Weaver and Steven, 2007) . However, this is also true of early sensory areas (Kastner et al., 1999) . Finally, further support as to the involvement of EBs occipital lobe with the MD system comes from a number of RSFC studies which evidence stronger coupling between frontal areas, which seem congruent with those belonging to the MD system and executive functions, and the visual cortices (Bedny et al., 2010 (Bedny et al., , 2011 Burton et al., 2014; Deen et al., 2015; Liu et al., 2007; Wang et al., 2013) . Still, the true hallmark of the MD system is that its neurons rapidly reorient their response tuning to task relevant features (Duncan, 2010) , a fact which has, to our knowledge, never been investigated in EBs. Thus, though the similarities between the MD system and EBs' occipital lobes may be seductive, further research is required to investigate this point.
Whether the patterns of connectivity modulation or variability observed here are specific to EBs or can be generalized to other etiologies of blindness remains a key and interesting question. Indeed, lack of prenatal retinal activity, such as that observed in anophthalmic people, has been shown to influence the brain's functional organization differently than other causes of congenital blindness (Watkins et al., 2013) . Similarly, people who lose sight late in life present patterns of functional organization which differ from those of sighted and EBs (Collignon et al., 2013) . It would therefore be informative to carry out a similar investigation in these different blind populations to test whether the mechanisms at the base of statedependent connectivity modulation and variability in blindness are influenced by pre/post-natal retinal activity or previous visual experience before blindness.
Our results therefore open new avenues of research on the connectivity of the occipital cortex of the blind and raise attention on the fact that group differences in connectivity measures inferred from resting-state do not readily generalize to specific task-dependent brainstate (e.g. auditory processing). In particular, our study provides a simple foundation for analyses of state-dependent changes in connectivity in visually deprived individuals. The importance of our results goes beyond the study of blindness by extending a flourishing number of studies (Çetin et al., 2014; Nair et al., 2014) highlighting how inferring the functional connectivity profile of a region solely based on RS data is subject to caution. . OC is a research associate at the National Fund of Scientific Research of Belgium. The funding agencies had no involvement in the study design; in the collection, analysis and interpretation of the data; and in the decision to submit the article for publication.
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Supplementary data associated with this article can be found in the online version at http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.neuroimage.2016.12. 053.
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